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Rare Natural Coloured
Diamond Rings
Unique ring designs with rare natural, soft
coloured diamonds paired with brilliant white
diamonds to take your breath away...

Wire ring design with a total
diamond weight of 0.61ct, beautifully
handcrafted in 18ct white gold.
$8940
Concave ring design with 0.82ct of natural
coloured diamonds and 113 round brilliant
cut pave set white diamonds.
$12,790

Stunning Cluster ring with 0.82ct of rare
pear shape natural coloured diamonds and
0.33ct of brilliant white diamonds.
$9875

Gallery News
Plenty has been going on behind the scenes at
Michael Wilson Diamond Jewellers.
We have been extremely busy creating an
online shop for our website. Currently our main
creative jewellery ranges are all available to
purchase online. The convenience of our online
store will make it easy to shop for your favourite
Michael Wilson collections.
As always the jewellers have been busy creating
stunning new rings for custom jobs and to
showcase new and unique stones for display.
We are most excited about the range of natural
coloured diamond rings (please see front cover).
When Aaron sourced these rare sets of coloured
diamonds, we wanted some truly unique
designs to complement the stunning and subtle
shades of colour.

Every year Aaron heads overseas on buying
trips to keep up to date with the latest in
technology, jewellery trends and to source
unique materials. This year has been no
exception with a trip to Hong Kong earlier in
the year and Aaron’s first trip to the Las Vegas
Jewellery fair, which Michael has always
enjoyed attending.
But perhaps the most exciting news is
preparations for Michael’s upcoming exhibition.
He has been working extremely hard creating a
range of one-of-a-kind works including various
jewellery designs and some large scale corten
steel sculpture, all available for purchase.
Retirement has never been busier. The
exhibition will be open for viewing in September
(please see page 5 for details).

Sapphires

When Aaron took an excursion to Vegas earlier
in the year, he was on a mission to source some
bright blue sapphires. It is not always easy to
find natural sapphires in just the right bright
blue hue with plenty of sparkle and brilliance.
Luckily Aaron made contact with some suppliers
of these stunning gems with exceptional prices,
that we are able to pass on to our clients. We

have made these stones up into a range of
designs, suitable for a variety of occasions
and tastes. A wider selection of sapphire and
coloured gemstone rings are on display in the
Eltham gallery.

Online Store
Now
Up and
Running!

Great News! The Michael Wilson Online Shop is now up and running. You can order all of your
favourite pieces from our creative jewellery range with the convenience and comfort of ordering from
home or when it suits you. All items will still be available in the Eltham Gallery, so feel free to drop by
to try anything on, or for a quick chat and a coffee.

www.michaelwilson.com.au

Australian Netball Diamonds
2013 Test Series

Since 2010 and the creation of the Constellation Cup in our
Eltham workshop, Michael Wilson Diamond Jewellers have
been proud sponsors and supporters of the Australian Netball
Diamonds. We look forward to another riveting season this year
following these outstanding sportswomen.
The Australian Diamonds will contest seven Test matches in
2013, starting with a five-Test Constellation Cup series against
New Zealand before concluding with a two-Test series against
Malawi for the first time ever on home soil. This year’s series
against New Zealand will mark a Diamond Jubilee with 75 years
since the first trans-Tasman Test match between Australia and
New Zealand in August 1938.
Stay posted on the Diamonds progress throughout the season
via our website and Facebook page.

Match Timetable
Sun 15 Sep
New Zealand Silver Ferns

vs

Australian Diamonds

Stadium Southlands, Invercargill

Thu 19 Sep
New Zealand Silver Ferns

vs

Australian Diamonds

Vector Arena, Auckland

Fri 4 Oct
Australian Diamonds

vs

New Zealand Silver Ferns

Adelaide Entertainment Centre

Mon 7 Oct
Australian Diamonds

vs

New Zealand Silver Ferns

Rod Laver Arena, Melbourne

Sun 13 Oct
Australian Diamonds

vs

New Zealand Silver Ferns

AIS Arena, Canberra

Wed 16 Oct
Australian Diamonds

vs

Malawi Queens

WIN Entertainment Centre

Sat 19 Oct
Australian Diamonds

vs

Malawi Queens

Gold Coast Entertainment Centre

Favourites
Classic designs by Michael Wilson Diamond Jewellers
make ideal gifts.
Gumleaf & Nut Pendant
Michael originally designed the Gumleaf Collection in the early 1970s
when there was almost no Australian jewellery available. Since then
the gumleaf range has been hugely popular with locals and as gifts
for friends from abroad.
Sterling Silver pendant on chain $95

Frog on Lily Pad Brooch
From Michael’s collection of Australian brooches, this
piece represents the native Green Tree Frog. Largely
handcrafted in sterling silver with contrasting 22ct yellow
dew drops, this substantial brooch makes a fantastic
addition to any winter coat or wrap.
Sterling silver and 22ct yellow gold brooch $345

Ancient Roman Love Ring
Michael Wilson’s Posy rings developed from the earlier
medieval fashion for inscribed rings. Engraved with an
identical message and character style as existed hundreds
of years ago, AMOR VINCIT OMNIA translates as “Love
Conquers All”. Suitable for both male and female wearers,
this ring is a popular gift for loved ones.
9ct yellow gold from $460
Sterling Silver from $150
Prices vary depending on finger size
www.michaelwilson.com.au

Jabiru Memories
An Exhibition by Michael Wilson
“The Collectors’ Gallery”
Wednesday 25th September to Saturday 19th October

Sneak Peek...
Running Women Necklace with
Red Earth and Pilbara Jasper.

Exhibition Dates & Trading Hours
Exhibition dates
25th September to 19th October
Wednesday to Saturday
Sunday to Tuesday

10.00am to 4.00pm
Closed

Collectors’ Gallery will be accessible from the entrance at
Brougham St, next to the Michael Wilson Eltham Gallery.
Main gallery open as per usual business hours.

Jabiru Memories is a collection of works designed and made by Michael Wilson to reflect his
appreciation of the Kakadu landscape and ancient rock art images.
The exhibition consists of a number of jewellery designs and some large corten steel sculptures.
Although metal is a common medium in Michael’s work, corten steel is a recent addition to his
creative repertoire. The weathering steel builds a barrier against further rusting, making it ideal for
outdoor surroundings as well as providing an ideal colour palette to represent the rich soil of the
Northern Territory and Western Australian landscapes.
All pieces in the exhibition are original works handcrafted by Michael himself and will be available
for sale after the opening date.
Michael would like to take this opportunity to acknowledge the original creators of the stunning
rock art images that have been such a huge source of admiration and inspiration to him:
I acknowledge the traditional owners, the Gundjeihmi, Kunwinjku and Jawoyn people
who have lived and nurtured this landscape for many thousands of years.
My greatest hope is that my work encourages others to travel to this wonderful part
of Australia, to have the same experience of the landscape and see the extraordinary
artistic recordings of our earliest Australians.
Michael Wilson, 2013

www.michaelwilson.com.au

The One Carat Diamond Specialists

Diamond Tennis Bracelet
5.71ct of stunning round
brilliant cut diamonds.
This elegant diamond tennis bracelet is
perfect for glamorous occasions and is
guaranteed to make a statement. This
piece is entirely crafted in 18ct white
gold with a very secure catch for extra
peace of mind.
$9840

Normal Business Hours
Follow Michael Wilson on
Facebook, Twitter and Pinterest
Gallery
725 Main Rd, Eltham 3095
T 03 9439 3111 F 03 9439 1662
E info@michaelwilson.com.au
www.michaelwilson.com.au

Monday to Friday 10.00am to 5.30pm
Saturday		
9.00am to 5.00pm
Closed Sundays and Public Holidays

Have you changed address?
Please help us to update our records by emailing
your new address to info@michaelwilson.com.au
or phone our office on 03 9439 3111.

Prices
At the time of going to press we have taken
significant care to provide accurate information
and prices. Due to fluctuations in the Australian
dollar and world metal prices the retail prices
quoted in this newsletter are subject to change
without notice.

